Biological Effects of Millimeter Waves1
What are mmWaves?
Millimeter (mm) waves comprise
the region of the electromagnetic
spectrum between 30 and 300 GHz.

How much is known about the
biological effects of mmWaves?
More than 470 papers are
identified by the authors1.
A 19972 review covered about
50 peer-reviewed Western
papers and about 300 published
in the former Soviet Union3. This
paper reviewed findings from an
additional 124 papers published
since 1997.
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What areas have been studied?
Studies of mmWaves have already looked at the nervous and immune systems, gene
expression, cell proliferation, effects on the eyes, skin heating and cancer. As was
noted in an earlier paper, ‘Importantly for medical applications, mmWaves do not
possess sufﬁcient photonic energy to break chemical bonds or cause ionization. Thus,
they are incapable of producing chromosomal mutations and do not cause cancer4‘.

What did the study conclude?
‘mmWaves are entirely absorbed
in the epidermis and the dermis’.
The only confirmed effects
relate to heating – ‘high intensity
mmWaves can cause overheating
of the skin’. This is the same as
for the lower RF spectrum.
International RF exposure
standards are designed to ensure
temperature increases for both
the public and workers remain
well below these levels.
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